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1v1 Attacking

Objective: To develop confidence and a positive attitude when attacking in a 1v1.
Session Part: Warm-up

Organization

Time:
8 Players

Numbers:

Click to insert session diagram

Sharks & Minnows.
2 defenders (sharks) aim to steal the ball from 6 attackers (minnows) as they travel between safe zones.
Begin without a ball - minnows have pinnies tucked into shorts - sharks must catch them.
If players lose their ball they perform a ball mastery skill before rejoining the warm up.
Progressions
Introduce a ball.
Add/reduce the number of sharks.
Increase/decrease are size.
Set time limit for attackers to reach safe zone.

Session Part: Technical Fundamentals

Click to insert session diagram

Time:

Area:

25x40

Numbers:

8 Players

20

Players split into 2 equal groups of 4 - 1 ball per group.
Begin the exercise without a ball and play as a tag game then gradually introduce the ball.
Player 1 attempts to dribble past player 2 and stop the ball on the end line for player 3.
Player 3 then attempts to dribble the ball passed player 4 who applies pressure from the opposite end.
Players continue rotating positions and gradually increase levels of pressure.
Progressions

Coaching Points

Unopposed - light pressure - opposed.
Increase area width and space to maneuver.
Add a ball.
Add a second defender.

Exploit open spaces quickly.
Element of surprise when attacking the defender.
Use of upper body to fool defender.
Low center of gravity.
Sharp changes of speed and direction.

Organization

Time:

15

25x35

Area:

8 Players

Numbers:

Players split into 2 equal teams - 1 goal at either end of the field.
Players on each team numbered 1-4. 1 team starts with a ball each.
Coach calls a number and those to players enter the field to play in a 1v1.
Attacker attempts to score but if the defender steals the ball, they then attempt to score in the attackers
goal.

Progressions

Coaching Points

Switch roles for who starts with the ball.
Add overloads or under loads - 2v1/3v1/1v2.
Set time limit for players to score within.
Introduce points system for each team.

Confidence on the ball.
Positive approach and mind-set.
Slow down the defender then catch them off
balance using fakes and tricks.

Organization

Session Part: Fun Game
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Coaching Points
Confidence to beat a player 1v1.
Positive mind-set.
Awareness of open spaces.
Make quick decisions.
Close control - soft touches.

Organization

Session Part: Game Scenario
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10

25x30

Area:

Time:

Area:

35x30

Numbers:

8 Players

15

King Cone
Split group in to two teams. Have 1 team one half of the grid and the other team on the other half.
Place as many cones as there are players out, the same distance between each other. Then place 1 more
cone in the middle of both teams(king cone).
Players try to hit down the other teams cones the fastest, then they can try hit the King Cone.

Progressions

Coaching Points

Make the distance bigger
Use both feet

Awareness of space.
Good, positive first touch.
Awareness
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